I’m emailing in response to your request for evidence and ideas for reform on pubs’ business
rates.
While we’re not able to comment on the topic specifically, especially as we are non-political
charity and are very clear that we do not judge, Government, operators, or individuals, we are
simply here to help. We can, however, offer some evidence that speaks to the impact on
individuals who run and work in pubs of the increased financial and emotional pressure they are
under.
We all know that the pub experience cannot be replaced by an online offer and have seen the
published statistics on the number of pubs closing their doors permanently. Ultimately the result
of that being an increase in demand on the public purse through the application to benefits from
individuals within the sector and an increase in demand for the support services we offer.
We have seen an increase in requests for emotional support. The split of calls to our helpline
used to be 40% emotional and 60% practical. In the last two year’s we’ve seen that flip and during
2021 almost 70% of calls were for emotional support.
Our Charity Services Delivery team are at the coal face for our Charity, speaking directly to those
individuals and managing their requests for help. At the start of the year, they noted an increase
in individuals who were concerned about their ability to pay their personal rent, mortgage, and
bills after months of slow trading or for many, no trading during lockdowns and the Christmas
period.
Additionally, we regularly speak to operators about their team welfare planning and how we can
help and urging them to consider the personal impact on their teams in addition to the impact on
the pubs as businesses and sharing our insights to support their planning.
I attach two infographics; 2020 in numbers and 2021 in numbers which give a graphical view of
the increase in demand for our support that I hope will be useful for your work. We are aware
that we have grown awareness of the Charity and services from 3.5% in 2017 to 19% in 2021 and
that will have impacted the figures but this cannot fully explain the enormous increase in call for
help over the past two years.
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